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HANDOUT FOUR: CREATE YOUR OWN CEREMONIES 

INSTRUCTIONS: Use this handout along with two blank copies of your “My Ritual 

Creations” sheet to create both a Full Moon Ceremony and a New Moon Ceremony. 

You will be using the opening and closing protocols from Priestess Apprentice for these 

ceremonies while creating the intention and middle activities. Fill Out this handout as 

well as the two “My Ritual Creation” sheets to create the beautiful ceremonies you 

were meant to create. 

Of course, for every serious ceremony, rite of passage or daily ritual/altar, having the 

essentials is important. As stated in the VIDEO TWO SERIES, try to have your altar 

essentials in place so you are ready for any occasion. Please see your Priestess 

Apprentice ALTAR MAP for altar set –up, and ALWAYS consecrate your new items 

before sharing them with sacred space. Cleansing and protecting beforehand, knowing 

your intention, audience and design and closing and cleansing your sacred space 

afterwards are all key ingredients to making an impactful ritual, if they are done alone 

or in group, as fixed cultural ceremony or as fluid and flowing like you and your spirit, 

changing with the change in the tide. 

BASIC ALTAR INGREDIENTS: 

NECESSARY HELPFUL OPTIONAL (You Decide) 

WATER: Chalice (metal or 

glass bowl/cup for water) 

AIR: Blade (Knife or sword) 

and/or Feathers 

EARTH: Rocks, stones, dirt, 

gems 

FIRE: White candle, or any 
color candle with 

container/holder; lighter or 

matches 

Plants such as sage, 

lavender, rosemary, cedar, 
tobacco, sweetgrass, corn, as 

cleansers or offerings (see 

Video 2 for more in depth) 

Flowers such as pink, white 

or red rose, carnations, 

others for different purposes 

Essential oils of high 
vibration plants/earth 

elements (frankincense, 

basil, rose, et al)  

HOLY WATER/Agua de 
Florida (see recipe Video 2) 

A Bell (to ring/call in) 

A compass 

Mortar & pestle 

Dowser 

Bath Salts with natural 
smells 

Olive Oil 

Full Moon Curandera Bath 

Other Plants/Sacred Burning 

Tools 

Stones, Rocks, Talismans 

Powders & potions 

Bags, pouches, medicine 

bundles 

Pelts, hides, animal products 
humanely acquired and 

blessed w/concrete intention 

Offerings (plant, mineral or 

food/fruit) for your 
ancestors or other 

Photos of ancestors (to 

praise, forgive or release) or 
Artifacts from 

DIVINATION TOOLS: Tarot 

Cards, Runes, Crystal Ball, 
Tea leaves, Curandera Egg 
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elements/guides 

 

Seeds/nuts/fruits as 

symbols of the Goddess & 

your intentions 

culture/lineage/mother 

line/ancestors 

A WHITE ROSE for this 

Living Light Lineage 

 

Cleanse (cleanse body with 

uncooked egg rolled over 

body, crack in jar, then 

read), I-Ching, Orisha 
rituals, etc.  

 

Bowl or plate to place 
offerings 

 

Small plates or candle cups 

made of glass, ceramic or 

metal to hold things in 

Feathers, rocks, stones, sea 
shells, nature elements, bark 

from tree, branches, fruit, 

seeds, nuts, sand… 

 

Sacred, special, high 

frequency jewelry (earrings, 

necklace, bracelet, amulet) to 
wear or put on your altar  

 

Inspiring Plants/Flowers    

Sea Salt with small 

container 

  

Statues, photos or symbols 

that represent the goddess or 

energies that inspire you, 

help you, your guides 

Photos or statues of Power 

Animals that inspire/protect 

ART/SMALL PAINTINGS of 

sacred helpers, saints, 

teachers or women who have 

inspired or guided you 

OBJECTs or ART/POETRY 

representing Divine Union 

 

 White rose, white feather, 
Agua de Florida, gifted 

Medicine (Feather) Fan, 

white, flowing clothing, 

white/feather headdress, 

symbol/statue of Egyptian 

Goddess Isis or other Holy 
Sophia as part of this 

lineage 

Sacred Geometry Art (any 
form), sacred shapes, tree of 

life, flower of life, pyramids, 

Star of David, Cross, Infinity 

et cetera 

 

Photos of Sacred Spaces 

that “speak to you 

 

 

CLEANSE & CONSECRATE “ALTAR MAP” ITEMS 

 

1. SET UP ALTAR WITH ELEMENTS (use your compass to place directions) 

2. Take your object to each direction, and say in each element, “________ (earth, 

air, fire, water), purify this object so that it might be of the greatest good.”  - - - 

You can purify by using the element on it/WITH IT - - - 

3. AFTERWARDS, say, “Let the Earth ground you, let the air inspire you, let the 

fire clean you, let the water flow, as truth itself.” 
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CREATE YOUR FULL MOON RITUAL (ASSIGNMENT #1)  
 

Full Moons are for letting go, reviewing, exhaling, releasing, reaping rewards of 

seeds planted, mourning losses, discarding leftovers and unwanted materials 

and getting clean. There’s so much light, the point is to use the light to 

illuminate and “shed some light on”. Right? Full Moons are all about 

community purging, forgiveness, gratitudes, clearing ancestral trauma, Mother 

Wounds, fertility cleanses and the like. Full Moon Ritual can run anywhere 

from three minutes to several hours, with one of my typical SOLO rituals 

running an hour or so, including a bath. If this is a THREE WOMAN 

CEREMONY for Priestess Apprentice (you’ll be asked to do one ritual with three 

others), add some extra time, beauty or even theatrics (beautification, music, 

ritual components, opening share circle, closing share circle or intimacy 

pieces.) Most of all, if done with, by and for others, always keep in mind WHO 

is leading, as that person or persons sets the stage for the entire event and is 

responsible for who or what enters, what happens and who or what is not 

allowed. Make sense? In this instance, better to MAKE YOU the leader, and 

include three special female or femme friends over for full moon! Another thing 

– Remember to include SAYING THINGS OUT LOUD (it gives it more power, like 

“I give you up now!). Some special ways to practice the art of full moon 

reflection or letting go, include (but are not limited to)… 

 

 Journal reflection, writing a 

song or dirge or ode to the 

thing that must die in you  

 A sacred dance cleanse 

 Hit, punch, scream, release 

 Burn pictures of people/ 

symbols representing what 

you are willing to let go of 

 Tie knots into strings for 

regrets (burn or drown them) 

 Pray for a sign or lesson   

 Write then burn lessons  

 Put energy into rocks then 

throw into a river  

 Imagine it burn in the wicker 

of a candle or fire/meditation  

 Energetically throw things out 

of your body with fire breath  

 Put things into a bottle; bury 

regrets, sorrows, loss, beliefs 

 Community healing ritual 

 Positive touch, womb clearing 

 Honoring the hard lesson and 

those who helped teach it 

 Pilgrimage, procession or 

“walk” to mourn/process 

 Give it to a Sacred Tree/Sit & 

imagine it going into the tree 

 Energetic cord cutting 

 Light a candle for wishes or 

regrets, then blow or blow out 

 Soul retrieval, energy 

medicine, Reiki, etc.
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MY FULL MOON CEREMONY CREATION - 

FIRST STEP: Read. Then, fill out a “My Ritual Creation” sheet AS PREP WORK. 

SECOND STEP: Include Full Moon Curandera Ritual Bath on the sheet/ritual. 

THIRD STEP: Fill in the middle part below. Conduct ceremony when it’s time! 
 

OPEN FULL MOON CEREMONY 

 

1. Do your favorite prayer, song or mantra. DON’T FORGET TO COMPLETE 

THE CHECKLIST/FORM ON “My Ritual Creation” sheet: Pre, During, 

Post. 

2. Surround altar with branches, flowers, chalk, crystals, stones, sand 

(whatever feels right). Ask for Protection & Holy Guidance from Your 

Highest Self & Loving Angels.  

3. Place Dish of Salt and Power Animals, ask for Holy Protection in this 

ceremony and “to seal and protect this space, this body, this breath”. 

4. Light your WHITE CANDLE (center, ethers, self). 

5. Place knife. SAY, “I call in My Sacred, Holy Divine Masculine”. 

6. Place bowl or rose. SAY, “I call in My Sacred, Holy Divine Feminine.” 

+ “WITH THESE TWO, I CALL IN SACRED UNION.” 

7. Place items in FOUR DIRECTIONS, begin with NORTH, end with WEST. 

Use these words as you bring in each, ONE AT A TIME… 

 

A.NORTH – I call in the North, Earth, 
the body, strength, & grounded 

wisdom. Let me go inwards and 
know the truth. 

B.EAST – I call in the East, Air, 
mental clarity, ancestral insight, 

inspiration & beginnings. Give me 
perspective & wings to fly. 

C.SOUTH – I call in the South, Fire, 
inspiration, dedication & action. Let 
me burn the old and have the 

motivation to do what is right. 

D.WEST – I call in the West, watery 
emotion, flow, all endings and the 
Great Cosmic Womb. Give me 

emotional clarity & heart. 

 

8. RELEASE & FORGIVENESS PRAYER: SAY, “I ask Source to release all 

burdens and to forgive me and all my relations.” 

9. GRATITUDE & ABUNDANCE PRAYER: SAY, “I give great gratitude for 

all that is in my life and ask for abundance & strength.” 

10. Say your INTENTIONS for ceremony out loud, “(I call on my 

highest to self to _________________________________________)” 

11.  Give OFFERINGS to the Divine Spirit Guides of Love:  

a. Drink, Food, Flower. Give thanks for these beautiful things and the 

gifts you are about to receive. 
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12.  Place other personal sacred objects – one by one – and feel their 

energy. Feel or say why you are calling for their assistance. Also say, 

a. “I call in Archangel Michael to Violet Flame this sacred space 

and to only allow truth to flow into it.” 

 

- DURING - 
CREATE YOUR CEREMONY! (Add steps to “My Ritual Creation” sheet too!) 

1.  

 

2.  

 

3. 

 

4. 

 

5. 

 

6. 

 

7. 

 

CLOSE THE CEREMONY  

After main ceremony, I will reflect or get still by doing this (dance, song, music, 

art, connecting, breathwork, earthing, bathe, hold plants or animals, what else? 

This is done to feel, honor, anchor, integrate what has been said, done, invoked. 

PICK 1-2 things… 

________________________________      ________________________________ 

 

1. Open your eyes. Say, “I give great thanks for this day, great thanks 

to all of my Divine Helpers of Love. Help me to become a better 

human.” FEEL THE DEEP LOVE & SURRENDER TO THIS FEELING. 

2. Say, “I call on my guides and ancestors and officially close this 

ritual.” IMAGINE a bright white light surrounding the space/you and 

the door of light shutting.  

3. Close properly, making sure all energies have left and the feel is light.  

 

Don’t forget to add how you will close/cleanse the ceremony your 

own way on the “My Ritual Creation” Page! YES! I know. It could be 

confusing. You have both this sheet and the other, but THEY DO 

GO TOGETHER WHEN IT’S TIME TO DO IT! Use both for the ritual! 
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CREATE YOUR NEW! MOON RITUAL (ASSIGNMENT #2)  
 

New Moons, across many shamanic societies, are done alone or in tight knit 

circles, not with strangers (there’s no light and so the cliphots or demons come 

out, they say in Kabbalah), large groups or random ceremonies with random 

cacao or gong baths, if you get my drift. New Moons are all about setting 

intentions, new beginnings, offerings, “bringing in”, “inhaling”, asking, 

gratitudes, ancestors, wisdom, knowledge, learning, building, seeding, 

planting, inspirations. Or, finishing or clarifying projects already in your 

heart/mind. What are the seeds you want to plant? Tip: DO something with the 

body (write, draw, sing, yell, touch) to “feel it” becoming true.  

 

New Moon Ritual can run anywhere from three minutes to several hours, with 

one of my typical SOLO rituals running an hour or so, including some kind of 

invocation or art or writing to “make manifest” the dreams and seeds you are 

planting. NOTE: Read the Full Moon instructions above before proceeding, as 

there are some helpful reminders. Some special ways to practice the art of full 

moon reflection or letting go, include (but are not limited to)… 

 

 Write intentions/hopes on 

papers (hang from tree, create 

collage, vision board, dragon 

dreaming) 

 Put prayers into seeds, then 

plant; water, feed, nurture 

 Sacred invocation dance 

 Hit, punch, scream, release 

 Meditate into a candle, ask for 

a vision, sign, inspiration    

 Write/paint dreams, goals, 

vision onto rocks (in garden) 

 Imagine each goal and put 

that energy into a white 

candle (one minute each) 

 Sacred Union/Sacred Sex Rite 

 Plant dreams for alliances, 

partnerships 

 Put things into a bottle you 

dream for and put them out to 

sea (I know, that’s littering) 

 Community seed 

planting/intention setting 

(possible, I know) 

 Positive touch, womb blessing 

 Honoring the hard lesson and 

those who helped teach it 

 Pilgrimage, procession or 

“walk” to honor the dream 

 Send your intentions into a 

sacred tree; nurture, visit 

 Create contracts with self 

 Write mission/vision/action 

plans 

 Light a candle for wishes 

 Start a new project 
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MY NEW MOON CEREMONY CREATION - 

FIRST STEP: Read. Then, fill out a “My Ritual Creation” sheet AS PREP WORK. 

SECOND STEP: Include something artistic or physically expressive on the sheet. 

THIRD STEP: Fill in the middle part below. Conduct ceremony when it’s time! 
 

OPEN NEW MOON CEREMONY 

 

1. Do your favorite prayer, song or mantra. DON’T FORGET TO COMPLETE 

THE CHECKLIST/FORM ON “My Ritual Creation” sheet: Pre, During, 

Post. 

2. Surround altar with branches, flowers, chalk, crystals, stones, sand 

(whatever feels right). Ask for Protection & Holy Guidance from Your 

Highest Self & Loving Angels.  

3. Place Dish of Salt and Power Animals, ask for Holy Protection in this 

ceremony and “to seal and protect this space, this body, this breath”. 

4. Light your WHITE CANDLE (center, ethers, self). 

5. Place knife. SAY, “I call in My Sacred, Holy Divine Masculine”. 

6. Place bowl or rose. SAY, “I call in My Sacred, Holy Divine Feminine.” 

+ “WITH THESE TWO, I CALL IN SACRED UNION.” 

7. Place items in FOUR DIRECTIONS, begin with NORTH, end with WEST. 

Use these words as you bring in each, ONE AT A TIME… 

 

A.NORTH – I call in the North, Earth, 
the body, strength, & grounded 

wisdom. Let me go inwards and 
know the truth. 

B.EAST – I call in the East, Air, 
mental clarity, ancestral insight, 

inspiration & beginnings. Give me 
perspective & wings to fly. 

C.SOUTH – I call in the South, Fire, 
inspiration, dedication & action. Let 
me burn the old and have the 

motivation to do what is right. 

D.WEST – I call in the West, watery 
emotion, flow, all endings and the 
Great Cosmic Womb. Give me 

emotional clarity & heart. 

 

8. RELEASE & FORGIVENESS PRAYER: SAY, “I ask Source to release all 

burdens and to forgive me and all my relations.” 

9. GRATITUDE & ABUNDANCE PRAYER: SAY, “I give great gratitude for 

all that is in my life and ask for abundance & strength.” 

10. Say your INTENTIONS for ceremony out loud, “(I call on my 

highest to self to _________________________________________)” 

11.  Give OFFERINGS to the Divine Spirit Guides of Love:  

a. Drink, Food, Flower. Give thanks for these beautiful things and the 

gifts you are about to receive. 
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12.  Place other personal sacred objects – one by one – and feel their 

energy. Feel or say why you are calling for their assistance. Also say, 

a. “I call in Archangel Michael to Violet Flame this sacred space 

and to only allow truth to flow into it.” 

 

- DURING - 
CREATE YOUR CEREMONY! (Add steps to “My Ritual Creation” sheet too!) 

 

1.  

 

2.  

 

3. 

 

4. 

 

5. 

 

6. 

 

7. 

 

CLOSE THE CEREMONY  

After main ceremony, I will reflect or get still by doing this (dance, song, music, 

art, connecting, breathwork, earthing, bathe, hold plants or animals, what else? 

This is done to feel, honor, anchor, integrate what has been said, done, invoked. 

PICK 1-2 things… 

________________________________      ________________________________ 

4. Open your eyes. Say, “I give great thanks for this day, great thanks 

to all of my Divine Helpers of Love. Help me to become a better 

human.” FEEL THE DEEP LOVE & SURRENDER TO THIS FEELING. 

5. Say, “I call on my guides and ancestors and officially close this 

ritual.” IMAGINE a bright white light surrounding the space/you and 

the door of light shutting.  

6. Close properly, making sure all energies have left and the feel is light.  

 

NOTES: Don’t forget to add how you will close/cleanse the 

ceremony your own way on the “My Ritual Creation” Page! YES! I 

now. It could be confusing. You have both this sheet and the other, 

but THEY DO GO TOGETHER WHEN IT’S TIME TO DO IT! 
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You can use the Checklist/Form to be more thoroughly intentional 

and practice the very fine art of ritual making! Good job! You did it!  

Now, choose the next New Moon. When is it? When the time comes, 

you can add any astrological themes, if you’d like, or change some 

things as you will have changed by then (most likely). Do try to use 

this, though, these two sheets actually, to conduct an actual 

ceremony. 

ONE OF THEM IS TO BE WITH THREE OTHER WOMEN YOU ARE 

CLOSE TO, WHEREBY YOU ARE LEADER, TEACHER AND 

FRIEND. 

Don’t forget to fill out ALL PARTS on the copy of “My Ritual 

Creation” for this, including the reflection (last part). Keep these for 

future reference, housing all Priestess Apprentice materials in a 

safe, sacred space, so as your own knowledge and wisdom grow, 

you have a toolbox of your own creation. Consecrate that place too! 

Be well! You are amazing! 


